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 Malayalam Translation | Cheriyamudam Abdul Hammed Madani & Kunchi Muhammed Parapur

 

 ENGLISH Translation – Abdur Raheem As-Saranbi

 

[12:102] That is from the news of the unseen which we reveal unto you, and you were not with
them when they gathered together, and when they plotted.
 
[12:103] And never will the vast majority of mankind be true believers, although you desire it
greatly.
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greatly.
 
[12:104] And you do not ask them any payment for it, It is nothing less than a reminder for all of
the nations.
 

 ENGLISH TAFSIR - Abdur Raheem As-Saranbi

 
[102] Now that Allah (swt) has finished the story of Yusuf (as), He (swt) returns the address to the
Prophet (saw). In this ayah Allah (swt) describes for the Prophet (saw) what this story was. The
nature and reality of this story. In saying that Allah (swt) also tells him (saw) the purpose that this
story must serve. This story was not revealed to entertain the people. Rather this story was
revealed to call the people to their Lord. To bring the people closer to Allah (swt). That was the
purpose of this story.
 
Allah (swt) begins by saying “That is from the news of the unseen which we reveal unto
you”. This is the perfect description of this story. It was news from the realm of the unseen that
was revealed to the Prophet (saw). The unseen is all that is hidden from man. All that man has not
sensed and does not know about. There is much in the unseen because man is still so limited in his
knowledge and in his senses. The future is in the unseen. The present that you do not sense is also
in the unseen. Even the past that no one told you about is in the unseen. The distant past is also in
the unseen. That which happened centuries upon centuries ago. Such was the story of Yusuf (as). It
happened long in the past and no one even at the time of the Prophet (saw) knew much about it.
Even those who knew about it, such as the Jewish scholars, knew only a little about it. For the most
part this knowledge was hidden from man. Forgotten in the past. Then the Prophet (saw) came with
this story. From where did he (saw) find out about it? There was no way for him (saw) to have known
about something that happened so long ago and something that has never been documented
accurately. So how did he (saw) know about it? Of course he (saw) knew about it because his Lord
had revealed it to him (saw). Thus in this story the Prophet (saw) brings for mankind the news of the
unseen. News of the distant past. It was
 
Allah (swt) Himself Who gave him (saw) this knowledge. He (swt) reminds him (saw) of that fact
here. Then Allah (swt) says to the Prophet (saw) “and you were not with them when they
gathered together, and when they plotted”. In this story we find narrations of events that no
other human being could possibly have witnessed. When the brothers of Yusuf (as) gathered
together and plotted on how they could get rid of their brother then was their anyone else who was
there with them? Was there any human being who recorded this event and who recorded what they
said? Of course not. No one was there with them. Certainly not the Prophet (saw). So how then
could he (saw) have known about it? How then could he (saw) have known about what they said to
each other? Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) of this fact in this ayah. This is done in order that
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each other? Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) of this fact in this ayah. This is done in order that
the Prophet (saw) may use this fact in his dawah. One lesson that we can take from this is to see
once again how this was an intellectual dawah. The Prophet (saw) did not simply call the people to
the “fitra” or to say that “there is no illah except Allah”. Rather he (saw) presented them with
intellectual arguments and evidences to convince them rationally that what he (saw) was telling them
was indeed the truth. He (saw) showed them evidences in the universe around them to show that
the Creator is only One and then he (saw) presented them with this Quran to show that he (saw)
was the Messenger of that Creator. In other words he (saw) worked to build within them the
absolute conviction that this Message is the Truth. That it really has been sent by the Creator. This
ayah alone testifies to that fact. Otherwise why else would Allah (swt) be telling us that the Prophet
(saw) was not with the brothers when they plotted together? What is the benefit for us in that
knowledge other than to increase our conviction in the Truthfulness of this Message? So whenever
we carry this dawah we have to carry it with its evidences. We have to prove to the people that it is
the Truth rather than simply tell them. Only when the Muslim is absolutely convinced that this
thought is the Truth will he always behave based on it. Only then will it have a powerful impact on his
actions.
 
Otherwise you will always see him falling into sin and you will always see him failing in his obligations.
Even if he professes with his tongue to be Muslim his faith will not be deep and this fact will be
reflected in his actions. May Allah (swt) help us all to realize this! May Allah (swt) allow us to carry this
dawah just like the Prophet (saw) did! Success is only from Allah (swt)!
 
[103]  In the previous ayah Allah (swt) reminded us how the dawah should be carried. We saw that it
must be carried with its evidences and proofs. The people must be shown that without a doubt that
this Message truly is from Allah (swt). They must be convinced that it is the truth rather than just be
told. That was the main purpose of the story of Yusuf (as). To prove to the people the validity of the
Prophet (saw). Recall that this entire Surah was revealed in response to questions that the Quraysh
chiefs had posed to the Prophet (saw). The Jews of Madinah had asked them to ask him (saw)
concerning how the children of Israil came to Egypt. Not only did Allah (swt) tell them how. Not only
did He (swt) also place several lessons and benefits for the believers in this Surah. But in addition to
all of that Allah (swt) also showed them through this Surah how the Prophet (saw) was indeed His
(swt)’s Messenger. How this Surah has narrations of events that the Prophet (saw) could not
possibly have known about and that he (saw) never witnessed. After such clear and powerful
evidences were presented to them, do you think that the Quraysh chiefs believed? Allah (swt) tells
us in this ayah.
 
Allah (swt) says in this ayah “And never will the vast majority of mankind be true
believers, although you desire it greatly”. Even though the Prophet (saw) brought such clear
evidences the vast majority of the Quraysh chiefs did not respond to his dawah (saw). Neither did
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evidences the vast majority of the Quraysh chiefs did not respond to his dawah (saw). Neither did
the vast majority of the Jews. Allah (swt) consoles the Prophet (saw) here by reminding him (saw)
that such is the nature of this dawah. Such is the nature of the call to this Message. The vast
majority of people simply will not believe. Even though we may desire it greatly. Even though we
would give anything only to have them believe. Even though we would make every effort to carry 
this Message to them. The truth of the matter remains that they will not believe. They will choose
not to have the true and sincere belief that is required of them as believers. They will choose to
have doubts. They will choose to follow their desires. They will choose themselves instead of their
Creator. Unfortunately such is the nature of mankind. Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) here.
 
Now one question that some people might ask is that are there not several Muslims in the world
today? Are there not over a billion Muslims in the world today? So what then does Allah (swt) mean
when He (swt) says that the vast majority of people will not believe? What about all of the believers
that we see in the world today? The answer to this question can be found in looking more closely at
the state of this Ummah today. Of the one billion Muslims that are there in the world today how
many can be called true and sincere believers? How many of these one billion Muslims even make their
five daily prayers? How many stay away from the major sins? How many dedicate their lives to the
dawah and to calling to Allah (swt)? So how many of them are true and sincere believers? How many
of them have the belief that Allah (swt) expects of us? In our opinion it is only a very few. A very
small percentage. This is the true believers. The rest of  the Muslims are like the rest of mankind.
They do not have the absolute certainty and conviction in the Truth of this Message. They live their
lives for themselves instead of living it for Allah (swt).
 
Now we are not saying that they are disbelievers. We are only saying that they do not have the true
and sincere belief that Allah (swt) expects of them. May Allah (swt) save us from being among them!
May Allah (swt) accept the Iman and the actions of all the sincere people in this Ummah!
 
Another question that some may ask from this ayah is that if the vast majority of people will not
believe then why should we bother carrying dawah? Why should we even bother taking this Message
to the people when we know that they will not believe? The answer to this question is that we do
dawah for the same reason that we do anything else and that is not because of the results but
rather only to please Allah (swt). When we do anything we are not seeking the results of that action
but rather we are only seeking to please Allah (swt) in doing it. So we eat food only to please Allah
(swt) and not to fill our stomachs. We go to work only to please Allah (swt) and not to make money.
In all of our actions of servitude it is not the results that we should seek but  rather the actual
action itself. This is the action for which we keep the intention as the Pleasure of Allah (swt) and we
hope for the reward from Him (swt). So similarly we do dawah only to please Allah (swt). Just like in
everything else we leave the results of our efforts only for Him (swt). So from this ayah we see that
all of mankind can be divided into two groups. Those whos incerely believe in this Message and those
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all of mankind can be divided into two groups. Those whos incerely believe in this Message and those
who do not. We also see that the sincere believers are the significantly smaller of these two groups.
We also know that in the end Allah (swt) is the One Who guides the people. Allah (swt) is the One
Who chooses who will have Iman in their hearts and who will not. So if Allah (swt) has decreed for
you to be among the believers, to be among those who have the true and sincere belief, then how
grateful should you be? Of all mankind, Allah (swt) has chosen you to be in this elect company of
people. This was the group that the Prophet (saw) and the Sahabah (raa) were in. How fortunate
and blessed then are you to also be in this company? Allah (swt) chose you to be in this group so
how grateful should you be to Him (swt)? Insha Allah you should show your gratitude by increasing in
your worship and servitude of Him (swt). By increasing in your efforts of carrying this Message to the
people. Even though you know that they will not believe you still try your best because you know
that such is what is pleasing to your Lord.
 
One final benefit we can take from this ayah is to see how eager the Prophet (saw) was for the
people to believe in this Message. The Arabic word that Allah (swt) uses to describe the eagerness of
the Prophet (saw) gives the meaning that he (saw) most earnestly desired the people to believe and
also that he (saw) worked to the best of his ability to carry this Message to them. Both of these
meanings are given in the word. Sayyid Qutb tells us in his tafsir of this ayah  that this was because
the Prophet (saw) loved the people. He (saw) wanted the good for them both in this life and the next
and he (saw) wanted to save them from evil both in this life and the next. Do we today have this
same eagerness to carry this Message to the people? How can we say that we love the Prophet
(saw) and not work to complete his mission? How can we even call ourselves believers if we do not
work in the dawah? May Allah (swt) grant us all this eagerness that the Prophet (saw) had in taking
His (swt)’s Message to the people!
 
[104] In the previous ayah Allah (swt) told us how most of the people would reject this Message
even if they are convinced that it is the Truth. The Prophet (saw) desired more than anything else
that the people accept this Message but that did not change the fact that most of them did not.
Such was the nature of man. But think how hurt was the heart of the blessed Prophet (saw)
because of this? That is why in this ayah Allah (swt) continues to console His (swt)’s beloved. In
addition to consoling the Prophet (saw) this ayah also serves to provide yet another powerful
evidence for us as to why he (saw) is indeed the Messenger. In addition to that this ayah also shows
why we should love the Prophet (saw) and just how much we should love him (saw). In addition to
that this ayah also shows us the magnitude of this Message. How it is no joke. How it really has been
sent by the Creator to every single man, woman and child on this planet. Allah (swt) begins this ayah
by saying “And you do not ask them any payment for it”. An entire book can be written only
this part of the ayah. For the sake of brevity we are only going to scratch the surface of the
meaning. Here Allah (swt) is reminding the Prophet (saw) that he (saw) is not asking the people any
payment whatsoever for bringing the Message to them and also he (saw) is not asking for any
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payment whatsoever for bringing the Message to them and also he (saw) is not asking for any
payment for their accepting the Message. So both for his effort to carry the Message to them and
for their accepting the Message, the Prophet (saw) is not asking for any payment whatsoever. Never
once in the dawah did the Prophet (saw) ever ask anyone for anything.
 
First and foremost this part of the ayah is a consolation for the Prophet (saw). Allah (swt) is
reminding him (saw) that it is not because of him (saw) that the people are rejecting the Message. If
he (saw) had asked them for something then perchance they could have used that as a reason for
their rejection. But he (saw) did not ask them for anything. So he (saw) should never  have been
reason for their rejection. Thus Allah (swt) consoles the Prophet (saw) and reminds him (saw) that he
(saw) is not the reason for their rejection. Their problem was not with him (saw) rather it was with
the Message itself. The next benefit that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how it is a
proof for the Truthfulness of the Prophet (saw). Just the fact that the Prophet (saw) did not ask for
a reward from the people shows that he (saw) was a true messenger. What kind of a human being
would not seek any reward from the people for what he (saw) does? What kind of a human being
could be so selfless? From the day that the dawah began to the day that the Prophet (saw) returned
to his Lord, he (saw) never once asked the people for anything. Consider this to the amount of effort
that he (saw) exerted in carrying this dawah. Consider this with what he (saw) sacrificed and gave
up for the sake of the dawah. Consider this with all that he (saw) had to go through over the course
of the dawah. The Prophet (saw) worked harder than any human being has ever worked in order to
establish Islam and carry it to the people. Never has a human being exerted this much effort. After
he (saw) became the Messenger, he (saw) even told his wife that from this day onwards there would
be no more rest. The Prophet (saw) literally gave up his life and the lives of his entire family for the
sake of the dawah. All of his time and all of his wealth was dedicated towards working to establish
Islam. Since the night when the angel visited him (saw) in the cave, every single action that he (saw)
did was for the sake of Islam. The Prophet (saw) did not allow a moment to pass him (saw) by in his
life except that he (saw) was working in that moment for this Din. Not only did the Prophet (saw)
give his entire life and all of his wealth for the cause of Allah (swt) but he (saw) gave up his honor as
well. Before he (saw) became the Messenger, he (saw) was loved and respected in the community.
However after the Quraysh chiefs saw that he (saw) came to take away their power, they
completely tarnished his reputation and standing. They accused him (saw) of being a madman or a
sorcerer. They made up a thousand and one lies about him (saw) only to prevent the people from
following him (saw). The Prophet (saw) also went through enormous pain over the course of the
dawah. Many were the days that he (saw) would pass in extreme thirst and many were the nights in
which he had to suffer extreme hunger. They would also physically abuse him (saw), sometimes
choking him (saw) with his own garments and sometimes throwing stones at him (saw) until the blood
was dripping in pools by his feet. Far worse than the physical pain that he (saw) had to endure were
the sorrows that came over him (saw). We already mentioned how eager he (saw) was for the people
to accept the Message and how distraught he (saw) was when they did not. The Prophet (saw) loved
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to accept the Message and how distraught he (saw) was when they did not. The Prophet (saw) loved
the people, so just imagine how painful it was for him (saw) to see them run away from the guidance
that he (saw) brought and throw themselves into the Fire. He (saw) knew that in this Message was
the salvation for mankind both in this life and the next. He (saw) knew that through this Din the
people could know their Creator. So how much must it have hurt his heart to see the people turning
away from it? Even more how ashamed must he (saw) have felt before Allah (swt) that his people
would not believe? Then in addition to that was the sorrow that the Prophet (saw) must have felt
because of what was being done to those around him (saw). Can you imagine what it was like for the
Prophet (saw) to see his beloved companions being tortured and killed before his (saw)’s very eyes?
For him (saw) to know that all of the pain that they were going through was because of him (saw).
Just imagine how much pain this must have caused him (saw)? So the amount of effort that the
Prophet (saw) exerted, what he (saw) sacrificed and gave up, and the pain that he (saw) had to go
through was simply beyond belief. No ask yourself, would any human being put himself through all
that and then not seek any reward from the people? No it is simply not possible. The Prophet (saw)
never benefitted for himself or for his family in the worldly sense because of this dawah. For all of
the years that he (saw) was the Messenger, he (saw) remained poor. Even when he (saw) was
offered great amounts of wealth for him (saw) to give up this call, he (saw) turned this down. He
(saw) was offered power. He (saw) was offered women. Yet he (saw) turned all of this down. He
(saw) never took anything for himself even though the entire world was offered to him (saw). He
(saw) died as a poor man and he (saw) did not even allow his family to inherit the little wealth that he
(saw) had. What kind of a human being would do this? Only a human being who knew Allah (swt).
Only a human being who was extremely close to Allah (swt). Only a messenger. He (saw) did not seek
any reward from the people because he (saw) knew that his reward was with Allah (swt). He (saw)
knew Allah (swt), so he (saw) also knew that the Pleasure of Allah (swt) was far better than anything
in this world.
 
Once we realize this we should ask ourselves what kind of a prophet Allah (swt) has  given us. How
perfect and pure a human being was he (saw)? The very pinnacle of creation. Of everything that
Allah (swt) has created there is nothing greater than he (saw). Just look how selfless he (saw) was?
How he (saw) worked so hard and went through so much and gave up everything only so that we
could be guided to Allah (swt). How he (saw) was able to so perfectly turn his face away from the
creation and towards the Creator. Do you realize then how much you must love him (saw)? How hard
you have to strive to follow in his footsteps and carry his dawah? Of all mankind that has ever lived,
Allah (swt) has blessed you with the opportunity of knowing the greatest of creation. How grateful
then must you be to Him (swt)? May Allah (swt) allow this realization to translate into action as strive
even harder in this dawah! In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “It is nothing less than a
reminder for all of the nations”. This part of the ayah is also meant to console the Prophet
(saw). In the previous part of the ayah Allah (swt) reminded him (saw) of how he (saw) does not ask
the people any payment for bringing this Message to them. Thus reassuring him (saw) that he (saw)
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the people any payment for bringing this Message to them. Thus reassuring him (saw) that he (saw)
was not the reason for their rejection. Here Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) of the nature of
this Message that he (saw) is bringing. This Message is no joke. This Message is not something to be
taken lightly. This Message was nothing less than a reminder to all of the nations. A reminder for
every nation of man. A reminder of the purpose of their existence. A reminder of their Creator and
Sustainer. A reminder of what we are doing here and how we should be living our lives. Is there then
anything greater in this world than this Message? Is there any more noble purpose other than that of
carrying this Message to the people? So what does it really matter if these people choose to believe
in this Message or not? What does it matter if they reward us or not? Our reward is only from Allah
(swt) and not from them. Furthermore we realize the weightiness of what we are carrying. We are
carrying to all mankind the Message that reminds them. That reminds them of the Real and the True.
That reminds them of the very purpose their being. This realization should more than suffice us and it
should allow us to continue along this path. Success
is only from Allah (swt)!
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